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About us 

 

Implementation Organization: ACORN Foundation (Dharavi Rocks) 

Founded in 2008, Acorn Foundation (India) is a non-profit organization and a registered charity 

trust in Mumbai. Under the leadership of Advocate Vinod Shetty and trusted volunteers, Acorn 

launched the ‘Dharavi Project’ an initiative for the welfare of rag pickers/ waste collectors and 

their families. 

 

Promotor Organization: Women's Research & Action Group (WRAG) 

The Woman’s Research & Action Group (WRAG) is a non-profit organization and registered 

charitable Trust having 80 G and FCRA registration. It was founded in the year 1993 by a 

group of women and academic researchers led by Adv Vahida Nainar and Dr. Vibhuti Patel. It 

is a research and advocacy group working to create a gender-just and secular society. 

 

 

The Dharavi Project  

 

Vision & Purpose 

 

In the last 12 years, the Dharavi Project’s vision and purpose has evolved - from supporting 

rag-pickers and their families; to supporting the intellectual development of children in 

Dharavi, eventually guiding and actively working to build livelihood pathways; to giving the 

youth of Dharavi a voice through music.  

Today, it is at the stage of creating leadership within the community (ensuring 

sustainability of all the above initiatives). 

The revised vision and purpose, is based on the belief that ‘vulnerability creates the best 

leaders.’ For, such leaders are not only empathetic, compassionate and hardworking, but they 

know what it means to be at the bottom. Their lived experience of having survived and made 

it makes them the best mentors for the generations after. ‘They are the change they want to see 

in the world’.  

 

Whether it be the Dharavi Rocks band members imparting music training to youth in the 

Dharavi schools, or Laxmi Kamble, a single-mother form Dharavi now the Lead Manager of 

the Acorn Center or the children part of the Acorn community who hope to grow up and start 

their own developmental-initiatives, Acorn Foundation, as of today, is training and mentoring 

‘leaders for change’.  
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Acorn Foundation Initiatives, 2020-21 

 

1. The Covid-19 Hunger Project 

At no other time, has the importance and impact of Acorn’s initiatives been more clearly seen 

or stood the test of time than in the Covid-19 lockdown. Dharavi was stigmatised as a locality 

with high infection rates. For this reason, it was also subjected to the harshest government-

initiated lockdown. Acorn Foundation’s volunteers faced with this crisis in their community 

got together with a single mission – to provide food to the most vulnerable in Dharavi. From 

March to October 2020 (when the restrictions were lifted somewhat, and work activity 

restarted). The Foundation delivered supplies of dry rations (packets that included wheat, rice, 

oil, pulses, potatoes, onions and spices, sufficient for a family of four for 15 days) and hygiene 

products (including soap, disinfectants, sanitizers, sanitary napkins).  

 

• Provisions were sourced from nearby shops, transported to the Acorn office by cabs 

from Dharavi, made into packages at the office, and distributed by Acorn volunteers 

navigating the narrow gullies on motorcycles to reach rooms deep inside the settlement.  

Volunteers sometimes faced harassment from police for breaking curfew. They also 

faced personal risks 

• Households in need were identified by the volunteers using their networks. Provisions 

were delivered on a rotational-basis (every 15 days) daily (7-days a week), to 30 

households each-day for a continuous period of 7-months. A record was kept of all 

deliveries and the identification documents to maintain continuous supply and avoid 

repetitions within the rotation cycles. Ensuring maximum outreach 

• For those without the means to cook, the team packaged and delivered ready food packs 

consisting of vegetables, dal and chapatis, twice a day. Over the seven-month period, 

Acorn distributed over 75,000 ready meals. In addition, to keep the spirit going, the 

team distributed sweets during the festivals of Eid and Diwali 

 

2. Despite all odds 

In October 2020, the reported Covid-19 cases started to drop, the lockdown eased, and the 

barricaded life of Dharavi residents started coming to an end. On the insistence of eager Acorn 

children and the Dharavi Rocks band members, the Acorn team then started working on plans 

to restart classes while ensuring: 

• Social-distancing 

• Provision of hygienic conditions (clean water for drinking and hand washing, soap, 

sanitizers, etc.), 

• Access to educators at minimum risk 

To meet the above condition, the Acorn community center was upgraded with smart TVs, 

computers, and high-speed wi-fi network. Post which, the Art and English-speaking classes 
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were immediately restarted with the instructors delivering the lectures online. Students attend 

the classes in batches of approximately 12 to ensure following of physical-distancing norms.  

Eventually, the drumming and music training too were restarted, but in person. by an in-house 

Acorn Leader, Sandip Mondal. By November end, the center also started hosting in person 

film-making classes for the children; training the children to conduct interviews, identify 

problems and develop documentaries (to be the voice of their people).   

Lastly, a trained artist (Priyanka Khatry) conducted an art and music workshop for the children, 

where, the children let-loose their creativity and painted to the beats played on drums made of 

recycled plastic. The workshop too was conducted on two separate days in batches of 

approximately 12 students per class to ensure physical distancing.  

3. Music and Celebrations Continue 

Last but not the least, in the spirit of Dharavi, the Acorn community center continues to 

celebrate the efforts of its leaders, volunteers and children. Though it was unable to throw the 

annual Christmas-New Year party, the center hosted a get-together for the children.  

Media Coverage of Acorn’s Work 

Acorn continues to be a platform voicing the needs of Dharavi and its people, shedding light 

on their struggles, needs and achievements; sharing their joys, their stories, and their lives.  

● Laxmi Kamble Acorn community center lead manager features in Bijal Vachharajani 

and Radha Rangarajan’s book 10 Indian Champions Who are Fighting to Save the 

Planet. 

(https://www.firstpost.com/living/in-10-indian-champions-who-are-fighting-to-save-

the-planet-stories-of-pragmatism-amid-climate-change-8748011.html) 

● Shedding light on the lockdown in Dharavi, Acorn India founder Vinod Shetty speaks 

with BBC (https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/w3csz7xz) 

● Our efforts documented in the Washington Post 

(https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/dharavi-coronavirus-india-

slums-mumbai/2020/05/11/beb2a4fe-8e1b-11ea-9322-a29e75effc93_story.html) 

● A film documenting the lives of the children part of the Dharavi Rocks Band 

(https://youtu.be/Smu0JsvyEsk ) 

 

Social media presence 

To stay updated on the work of Acorn Foundation India’s leaders, volunteers, children 

(Dharavi Rocks Band) in their neighborhoods in Dharavi-  

• follow on: https://twitter.com/acornindia1 

• visit website: www.dharaviproject.org 

• view YouTube channel: 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCMbAnsSRq0_0ZK6ncHTAHBw  

• contact at: dharaviproject@gmail.com 

https://www.firstpost.com/living/in-10-indian-champions-who-are-fighting-to-save-the-planet-stories-of-pragmatism-amid-climate-change-8748011.html
https://www.firstpost.com/living/in-10-indian-champions-who-are-fighting-to-save-the-planet-stories-of-pragmatism-amid-climate-change-8748011.html
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/w3csz7xz
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/dharavi-coronavirus-india-slums-mumbai/2020/05/11/beb2a4fe-8e1b-11ea-9322-a29e75effc93_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/dharavi-coronavirus-india-slums-mumbai/2020/05/11/beb2a4fe-8e1b-11ea-9322-a29e75effc93_story.html
https://youtu.be/Smu0JsvyEsk
https://twitter.com/acornindia1
http://www.dharaviproject.org/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCMbAnsSRq0_0ZK6ncHTAHBw
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The People Whose Lives We Touched 

 

 
Ujan Shaikh a waste segregator, waiting 

for the economy to reopen and supporting 

her family on INR 150/- a day. Unable to 

pay rent and dependent on finding avenues 

to borrow money 

(https://twitter.com/i/status/129353833714

8375040 ) 

 
Gita Waghela is a resident of Dharavi for 

15 years. Her son lost his job owing to 

lockdown. They have no income to pay the 

rent and are waiting for businesses to 

resume to support themselves. 

(https://twitter.com/i/status/128364305215

8926848)

 
Mohammad Sheikh lost his job working at 

a restaurant and received no assistance 

from his employers despite government 

and state regulations requiring the payment 

of daily wages. 

(https://twitter.com/i/status/128084502022

0674048 

 
Saipan Shaikh a 58-ye-old daily wage 

earner who has lived in Dharavi for 4 

decades. Living without an income since 

the lockdown 

(https://twitter.com/i/status/126991609529

4496768)

 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1293538337148375040
https://twitter.com/i/status/1293538337148375040
https://twitter.com/i/status/1283643052158926848
https://twitter.com/i/status/1283643052158926848
https://twitter.com/i/status/1280845020220674048
https://twitter.com/i/status/1280845020220674048
https://twitter.com/i/status/1269916095294496768
https://twitter.com/i/status/1269916095294496768
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Ration packing in process 
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Digitalised Acorn community center 

 
 

Dharavi Rocks Band continues to make its voice heard 
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Art & Music Workshop 
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Christmas Weekend at the Acorn Center 


